




APHORISMS 
on 

Consciousness-Without-an-Object 
by 

Frank2in Merre11-Wo1ff 

These aphorisms be1ong to a level of consciousness where thought 
and music unite. They are seeds which may develope into a comprehen
sive system o£ phi1osophy whi1e, at the same time, they are a substance 
bringing sustenance to the so~. It is not necessary that the reader 
should understand them. He shou1d use t~em as £oca1 points for medi
tation and permit their meaning to develop in his consciousna s as 
a plant grows from seed. They are symbols first and concepts after
ward. As concepts they illumine the way for understanding. As symbo1s 
they open the door to the realization of that Reality which cannot 
be felt or thought. 

Consciousness-without-an-object is. 

Before objects were, Consciousness-without-an-~bject is. 

Though objects seem to exist, Consciousness-without-an-object is. 

When objects vanish, yet remaining through all unaffected, Consciousness
without-an-object is. 

Outside of Consciousness-without-an-object nothing is. 

Within the bosom of Consciousness-without-an-object 1ies the power of 
awareness which projects objects. 

When objects are projected the power of awareness as subject is pre
supposed, yet Consciousness-without-an-object remains unchanged. 

When consciousness of objects is born then likewise consciousness of 
absence of objects arises. 

Consciousness of objects is the Universe. 

Consciousness of absence of objects is Nirvana. 

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lie both the Universe and 
Nirvana, yet to Consciousness-without-an-object these two are the 
same. 

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies the seed of Time. 

When awareness cognizes Time then Knowledge of Timelessness is born. 

To be aware of Time is to be aware of the Universe, and to be aware of 
the Universe is to be aware of Time. 

To realize Timelessness is to atta~ Nirvana. 

But .for Consciousness-without-an-object there is no difference between 
Time and Timelessness. 

Within Consciousness-without-an-object lies the seed of Law 0 

When awareness cognizes the world-containing Space then Knowledge of 
the Spacial Void is born. 

To be aware of the world-containing Space is to be aware of the 
Universe of Objects. 

To realize the Spacial Void is to awaken to Nirvanic Consciousness. 
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But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is no difference between 
the wor~d-containing Space and the Spacia~ Void. 

Within Consciousness-without-an-object 1ies the seed of Law. 

When consciousness o£ objects is born th~ Law is invoked as a Force 
tending ever toward Equi1ibrium. 

A~~ objects exist as tensions within Consciousness-without-an-object 
that tend ever to f~ow into their own comp~ements or others. 

The ~timate effect of the £~ow o£ all objects ~to their c~.p~ements 
is mutual cance~lation in complete Equi~ibrium. 

Consciousness o£ the fie~d of tensions is the Universe. 

CoDsciousness of Equilibrium is Nirvana. 

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there are neither tension 
nor Equilibriumo 

The state of tensions is the state of ever-becoming. 

Ever-becoming is endless-dying. 

So the state of consciousness-of-objects is a state of ever-renew~ 
promises that pass into death at the moment of fulfil~ent. 

Thus when consciousness is attached to objects the agony of birth 
and death never ceases. · 

In the state of Equi~ibrium where birth cancels death the deat~ess 
B~iss of Nirvana is realized. 

But Consciousness-without-an-object is neither agony or b~iss. 

Out of the Great Void, which is Consciousness-without-an-object, the 
Universe is creatively projected. 

The Universe as experienced is the created negation that ever resists. 

The creative act is bliss, the resistance unending pain. 

Endloss resistance is the Universe of experience; the agony of 
crucifixion. 

Ceaseless creativeness is Nirvana; the Bliss beyond all human conceiv~g. 

But for Consciousness-without-an-object there is neither creativeness 
nor resistance. 

Ever-becoming and ever-ceasing-to-be is endless action. 

When ever-becoming cancels the ever-ceasing-to-be then Rest is rea~ized. 

Ceaseless action is the Universe. 

Unend~g Rest is Nirvana. 

But Consciousness-without-an-object is neither action nor rest. 

When Consciousness is attached to objects it is restricted through 
the forms imposed by the world-containing Space, by Time and by Law. 

When consciousness is disengaged from objects Liberation from the 
forms of the world-containing Space, of Time and o£ Law is attained. 
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Attachment to objects is consciousness bound within the Universe. 

Liberati.on from such attachment is the state of unlimited Nirva.IU.c 
Freedom. 

But Consciousness-withou~-an-object is neither bondage nor Liberation. 

Consciousness-without-an-object may be symbo~ized by a SPACE which is 
unaffected by the presence or absence of objects; for which there is 
neither Time nor Time1essness1 neither a wor~d-containing Space nor 
a Spacia1 Void; neither tensioA nor Equi1ibrium; neither resistance 
nor oreativanessJ neither agony or B1iss; neither action nor Rest; and 
Neither restriction or Freedom. 

As the great SPACE is .not to be identified with the Universe so 
neither is it to be identified with any se~f. 

The great SPACE is not God, but the comprehender of a11 Gods as we~~ 
as of a11 1esser creatures. 

The great SPACE, or Consciousness-without-an-object, is the sole 
Rea1ity upon which a11 objects and a11 se1vea depend and derive 
their existence. 

T.he great SPACE comprehends both the Path o~ the Universe and 
the Path to N~a. 

Beside the great SPACE there is none other. 

***** ***** 
Concerning Opposition 

Aroused by Sages 

WHY DO THI! WORDS of a Mystic or a Sage SO often 
arouse such severe antagorusm? Take, for instance, poems 
like the ''Leaves lilf Grass" by Walt Whitman. They have 
aro~d storms of criticism as well as enthusiastic: ad
miration. Yet, on the other hand, readers of all sorts 
generally are not troubled by the weird meanderings 
of the written words of aa insane mind. This reveals the 
fact that it is not simply the unconventionality of the 
fotm that stin the antagonism. Now these storms of criti
cism are really tributes. They indicate, at least, an un
conscious recognition of Power in the words of the Mystic: 
or the Sage. The complacency of the forces of Mara
to employ a Buddhist term--has been struck a vital blow, 
and this arouses resistance. But in all such engagements, 
Mara is doomed to defeat, for the Power that has burst 
forth is united with the inexhaustible Fount. The only 
effective defense for Mara would be complete indifference. 
For if Mara causes any man to fight the Light, that man, 
sooner or later, is conquered by the Light and then be
comes One with It. St. Paul affords us the classic: ex
ample. He fought earnestly and sincerely so that quickly 
the Light conquered him and claimed him for Its own. 
From the standpoint of Mara there is nothing more 
dangerous than an effort to slay a Sage or Mystic:. The 
latter, in Their real Natures are invulnerable and, in the 
end, win to Themselves their would-be slayers. 

(Editor's note: Aphorisms on Consciousness-Without-an-Object is re
printed from a sma~~ brochure issued ~ 1937. Concerning Opposition 
Aroused by Sages is £rom 1Pathways Through To Space1 by Fr~in Merrel~
Wo1ff, Warner Books, Box 690, New York, NY 10019.) 
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DS SUCCESSFULLY CURED BY: ALBERT ZOCK 

HOW PENICILIN AND OZONE WORK ON AIDS 

DS the plague of this century lost its scare 
o groups independent of each other .. 

thanks to three German physicians working in 

ere is not only hope, but proof, that AIDS can be licked, as each group cured two AIDS victim~)ndependently, 
ing unconventional methods. Not that cures have been done by quacks or the like, oh no, but oya"'three 
nventional physicians who just dared to go one step further. 

D. Urban Walktahaler with MD. Klaus Diering, both lmmunologiests who worked for years with antibodies, 
1g before AIDS became a scare word. their first patient had a bad time in the hospital, nobody seemed to 
ow the symptoms like fever, diarrhea and weakness. The physicians suspected a kind of omeba. The patient 
:t the clinic on his own wish. With his last strength he went to Dr. Diering. An intensive examination 
~ealed micrococcus of gonorrhea, a verne real disease, which had earlier weakened his immune system. 

~usions of 40 million units of penicilin a day - 40 times as much as a normal dose, ov~r three weeks. The 
mptons disappeared and blood became normal. 

1rmally, penicilin does not work on viruses , only on bacteria, however it worked in both cases - there must 
a connection? The second patient was cured the same way. He too had at one time a syphilis infection 
lich had been treated, but probably not sufficiently treated. In time, such a virus becomes resistant to 
~atment and has the ability to penetrate into the tissue leaving no trace. 

10ther pioneer in the fight against AIDS is MD. Horst Kief, a specialist in ozontherapy. His two patients are 
mosexuals who live together. It started with a cold of no end, followed by fever and weakness. The lympth 
des were swollen and both had a high perspiration at night. Both were short of dying, when they heard 
out Dr. Kiefs· ozonetherapy, which is also successfull with herpes and other virus diseases. It is a 
entific fact that ozone kills not only bacteria but viruses as well and does not create any resistance to 
one. 

:one is a gas ·which has 3 oxygen atoms, one atom more than air and as the ozone disolves by loosing its 
ditional atom, it gives off much energy which kills the bacteria and viruses. 

:r. Kief makes his own ozone by forcing oxygen through a metal tube having a charge of 300 volts. He takes 
out a pint of blood from the patient at each therapy and forces the ozone into the infustion bottle which 
shakes to make the ozone work on the blood and even absorbs some. After that the patient gets 
: blood back into his veins. This hyper-ozone therapy is given twice a week. The results are great. 
th patients are active in sports and feel strong again. The lab reports normal blood - no AIDS. 

·the medical society as a whole, all this may not be proof enough. Long time research is needed before 
green light will be given to use it on patients. It may take decades and many will die. On the other 

td, one cannot blame them. As this is how the laws in this country are written, if a physician treats 
atient and something goes wrong, he or she may be slapped with a malpractice suit. However, this is 
awn on the AIDS horizon and lets hope that in the meantime gutsy pioneers like the three above multiply 
~ mushrooms and pop up everywhere. 

•ne looks over the whole picture given here, one cannot help but assume that AIDS is nothing else than 
outgrown syphilis virus who's evolution has been speeded up as man tries to control it chemically. Almost 
1e of the strongest survive, and in each generation a stronger poison has to be used. AIDS seems to be 
1onster, created by our physicians using antibiotics. It went into seclusion where it grows and from hence 
:merges to show who is "the boss". but, if no virus can develop resistance against ozone- then that is 
answer to all plagues and not only AIDS. 
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ELECTRON THERAPY RESEARCH 
John Crane 

This report on Electron Therapy is primarily concerned with 
the detection and cure of cancer and related diseases. It is pra
sented for research only. 

It is a matter of record that, while orthodox medical and 
surgical methods have had limited success with cancer discovered 
in the early stage, they have had little or no success with treat
ment of the more advanced cases. The cause of cancer is s~~l 
listed in some of the current medical textbooks as "unknown." 

Since research to determine the cause and effect a cure of 
cancer is being carried out in many and various directions, it 
seems reasonable to explore every possible avenue toward a true 
understanding of the cause of cancer and hence, its proper treat
ment. 

This report concerns itself with the discovery of a virus 
causing cancer and a method of treatment which excited consider
able interest among reputable doctors and laboratory specialists 
as long ago as 19J4. This theory has stood up under hundreds of 
controlled laboratory tests and has been applied to treat human 
cancer in dozens of cases. 

Rife Virus Microscope Institute, in conjunction with various 
doctors throughout the United States and Canada, is at the present 
time (1960-ed.) engaged in carrying out a controlled series of 
tests in order to re-establish the f~dingsof Dr. Royal R. Rife 
in his life study of the cause and cure of cancer. 

Dr. Royal Raymond Rife first conceived the idea of the Fre
quency Instrument in conjunction with his work in developing the 
Rife Universal Microscope. Since the determining of the cancer 
requires the high power of the Rife Microscope, a brief descrip
tion of the construction and theory of operation of the Rife 
Microscope will be included in this report. 

THE UNIVERSAL MICROSCOPE 

Dr. Royal R. Rife over a period of JO years designed and 
built in his own laboratory five microscopes of power and reso
lution far beyond the so-called law of optical physics. In their 
power magnification these instruments vary from 9,000 to 50,000 
times, far beyond the limits of the standard research instrument. 
The commercial microscope being manufactured today is inadequate 
for the observation of filterable viruses of disease {as these 
minute, live, living entities are less that 1/20 of one micron in 
dimension). Thus the need for a device which would carry us farther 
into this important field of endeavor. We will describe in some 
detail the most powerful of these microscopes, known as the Univer
sal Microscope. 

The Universal Microscope, which is the largest and most power
ful of the light microscopes, developed in 19JJ, consists of 5,682 
parts. 
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This microscope derives its name from its adaptabi~ity to 
a~~ fields of microscopical work. The microscope is f~ly equipped 
with separate substage condenser units for transmitted and mono
chromatic beam, dark-field, polarized, and slit-u~tra illumin
ation, and includes a special device for crystallography. The 
entire optical system of lenses and prisms as well as the 
illuminating units are made of block-crystal quartz. 

The illuminating unit used for the examination of the fil
terable form of disease organisms contains 14 lenses and prisms, 
three of which are in the hi-intensitY incandescent lamp, four in 
the Risley prism, and seven in the achromatic condenser system. 
Two circular, wedge-shaped prisms are suspended between th# source 
of light and the specimen being examined. The two prisms are used 
for changing the angle of incidence of the light passing through 
the specimen being examined. When the light passes through these 
prisms, it is divided or split into two beams, one of which is 
refracted to such an extent that it is reflected to the side of 
the prism while the second beam is permitted to pass through the 
prism and illuminate the specimen owing to its chemical constit
uents. 

The mounting arrangement on the Universal Microscope permits 
each of the two prisms to be rotated in opposite directions by 
a vernier control throughout 360 degrees. This vernier adjustment 
permits bending the transmitted beam of light at variable angles 
of incidence while, at the same time, a small portion of the 
spectrum is projected into the axis of the microscope owing to 
the chemical constituents of the microorganism. The vernier 
adjustment permits o~y a small portion of the spectrum to be 
visible at any one time, but it is possible to select any portion 
from one end of the spectrum to the other. When that portion of 
the spectrum is reached where both the organism and the color 
band vibrate in exact accord, a definite characteristic spectrum 
is emitted by the organism. 

PRINCIPLE OF PARALLEL RAYS 

In the case of the filter-passing form of the Bacil~us Ty
phosus, a turquoise blue color is emitted and the plane of polar
ization deviated plus 4.8 degrees. The predominating chemical 
constituents of the organism are next ascertained after which the 
quartz prisms are adjusted by means of the vernier control to 
minus 4.8 degrees so the opposite angle of refraction may be ob
tained. A monochromatic beam of light corresponding exactly to 
the frequency of the organism is then passed through the specimen 
along with the direct transmitted light. This beam permits the 
observer to view the organism stained in its true chemical color 
and reveals its own individual structure in a field which is 
brilliant with light. 

The rays of light refracted by the specimen enter the objective 
lens and are carried up the tube in parallel rays through twenty
one light bends to the ocular lens. A tolerance of less that one 
wave length of visible light is permitted in the core beam of 
illumination. In the standard optical microscope, the light rays 
tend to converge as they rise higher and finally cross each other, 
arriving at the ocular lens, separated by a considerable distance. 
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In the Rife microscopes, as the rays are about to cross each other, 
a specia~~y designed quartz prism is inserted which serves to sepa
rate the ~ight rays to a near para~~e~ ~ine again. Additiona~ prisms 
are inserted each time the rays are ready to cross. 

These prisms, - ~ocated in the tube, are adjusted and he~d in 
alignment by micromete'r screws in specia~ tracks made of magne~ium, 
a meta~ ha~ng the c~osest expansion coefficient of any meta~ to 
quartz. These prisms are saparated by a distance of o~y 30 mi~~i
meters. Thus, the greatest distance that the image in the Universa1 
Microscope is projected through any one media, either quartz or air, 
is 30 mi~1imeters instead of the 160 to 190 mil~imeters employed 
in the air-fi1led type of the ordinary microscope. ~~ 

It is this principle of para~1el rays used in the Universa1 
Microscope and the resu1tant shortening of projection distance 
between any two b1ocks or prisms plus the fact that objective 
lenses can thus be substitutes for ocu1ars, (these ocu~ars being 
three matched pairs of 10-mm, 7-mm and 4-mm objectives in short 
mounts) which make possible not o~y the unusua1ly high magnifica
tion and resolution but which serve to eliminate virtually a~~ 
chromatic and spherica1 aberration. 

The universa~ stage is a double rotating stage graduated 
through 360 degrees in quarter-minute arc divisions. The upper 
segment carries the mechanica1 stage having a movement of 40 
degrees, and the body assemb1y which can move horizonta~ly over 
the condenser and provide an angu~ar ti~t of 40 deg.r~es + or -. 

The microscope stands 24 inches high and weighs 200 pounds. 
The base is composed of cast nickel-stee~ plate, accurate~y surfaced 
and equipped with three leveling screws and two spirit leve~s set 
at 90 degrees. The course adjustment, a c1ock thread screw with 
40 threads to the inch, slides in a 1t dovetail which gibs direct~y 
onto the pi1lar post. The stage, in conjunction with a hydrau~ic 
~ift, acts as a lever in operating the fine adjustment. 

A 6-guage screw, having 100 threads to the inch, is worked 
through a gland into a ho1low g1ycerine-fi1led post, the glycerine 
being displaced and rep~aced at will as the screw is turned c~ock
wise or counterc~ockwise al~owing a 5 to 1 ratio on the lead screw. 
This hydraulic action assures complete absence of drag or inertia, 

The fine adjustment being 700 times more sensitive than the 
ordinary microscopes, requires a length of time from ten minutes to 
one-half hour to focus. This time at first glance seems a disadvantage, 
but it is felt that, for the overall resu~ts obtained, the time re
quired is only a slight inconvenience compared to the many years' 
research and the actua~ resu~ts obtained in isolating and looking 
upon disease-causing organisms in their true form. (to be continued) 

A 45 minute video (VHS) of Royal Raymond Rife in his laboratory 
is available from BSRF for $25 p~us $2.50 postage, sent Priority 
Mai~. This tape shows the inf~icting of cancer in laboratory mice, 
and their cure with Rife's ray tube frequency instruments. It is 
transfered from a 16mm fi~m and isnarrated by John Crane. This film 
is proof that the cure for cancer {one of many) has been covered up! 

John Crane can be contacted at 4246 Pepper Drive; San Diego, 
CA 92105. He is dedicated to preserving and promoting the work of 
Royal Raymond Rife and the Rife Virus Microscope Institute. 
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RADIONIC ANALYSIS: A THEORETICAL APPROACH 

Part II in a series 

by PETER A. LINDEMANN 

Last issue, I gave you a schematic on how to build your own radionic tuner. 
By now, some of you have probably built units and would like to know more about 
how and when to use them. In the next series of articles, I'll outline the 
fundamentals of radionic analysis and radionic treatment. But in this article, 
I'd like to discuss a theoretical approach to the whole radionic process. This 
will serve as kind of a backdrop on which I can paint a picture of radionics as 
I understand it. .J.· 

RADIONICS IS AN ART 

Radionic analysis is an art that requires an Artist to perform artfully. 
There has been endless discussions over the years as to answer the question, 
"what is Radionics?" David Tansley DC covers much of this territory in his 
book RADIONICS: SCIENCE OR MAGIC. I prefer to think of Radionics as an Art that 
uses a Scientific Method to produce seemingly Magical results. Radionics is an 
Art because the result depends entirely on the practioner's personal level of 
development. The results also depend on the clarity with which the inventor 
conceived and built the equipment used. Radionics uses repeatable methods to 
produce repeatable results and so the process has scientific overtones. The 
problem is that NO ONE really understands WHY the treatment wprks. Science 
does not accept radionics as one of its recognized disciplines because there 
is no generally accepted THEORY to explain the connection between the radionic 
proceedure and the biological changes that result. That's why it seems like 
magic. Tansley concludes that Radionics IS Magic and we should all go off on 
our merry way and be happy magicians. History suggests that yesterday's magic 
often becomes tomorrows scientific breakthrough, such as the many revelations 
recently concerning electro-magnetic signals and health. Just because we cannot 
MEASURE the functioning of an "invisible" connection, does not mean that it will 
never be measured. The scientific foundation of radionic understanding is still 
being built. Radionics has been plagued by the fact that scientists don't take 
it seriously because they perceive that. its .practitioners are essentially 
ARTISTS and not SCIENTISTS. This will continue to be the case until someone 
definitively measures the "mechanism" that transfers the "treatment" from the 
radionic device to the "recipient." 

THE DNA CONNECTION 

The problem with the scientific approach to radionics is its mechanistic 
philosophy. There are many REAL agents that affect our health that cannot be 
measured scientifically. Among these are the Will to Live, Trusting that we live 
in a Safe Environment and Feeling Loved. One of sciences biggest failures, 
is its inability to explain to us the "mechanism" of INTELLIGENCE itself. Life 
simply HAS intelligence, at every level of its manifestation. 

In my last article (JBR May-June '86) I said that "the radionic method is 
simply a way of 'talking' to the DNA." This, of course, is a theory, a way of 
approaching an understanding of radionics. This idea helped focus my attention 
away fromDia~sand Rates and Boxes and on to the intricate intelligence that 
organizes all living matter. It is part of this theory to assume that Life's 
intelligence pre-dates all forms and actually determines the forms the DNA will 
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take. It is the intelligence of life that is telling the chemicals what to do 
and not the reverse, as a mechanistic science would have us think. I feel that 
to understand Radionics, it is essential to have a clear concept of a LIVING DNA. 

In my understanding, DNA is the FIRST PHYSICALIZATION of the INTELLIGENCE 
of LIFE. The DNA controls each process and function in every cell of the body. 
It also controls all of the interactions of cells to for.m organs, systems of 
organs and whole organisms. The amount of information that is organized into 
coherent forms, instructions, timing sequences, environmental feedback loops 
and interdependent mechanisms in a human body absolutely staggers the imagination ! 
Why just to heal a simple cut on your finger, your DNA organizes hundreds of 
seperate chemical reactions to breakdown and remove injured cells and to replicate 
healthy cells, each step timed to begin, interact appropriately and ~se in an 
exact sequence. It all happens so automatically that we usually take it for 
granted. This only illustrates how efficiently DNA operates. 

As soon as an injury occurs, the DNA somehow assesses the situation, 
determines what to do and starts doing it. The body built itself from scratch 
in the first place and it is this same set of instructions and proceedures that 
it will use to repair itself no matter what injury or disfunction may occur. 
It seems imparative to assume that the body not only can assess its own condition 
but that it has its own predetermined methods to correct that condition down 
to the very last detaii. The reason that everybody is not perfectly healthy 
is that the DNA's tasks have been inhibited by our CHOICES. TOXIC DEPOSITS, 
UNRESOLVED EMOTIONS. INCORRECT DIET and various other factors. The DNA knows 
how to correct these conditions but it is up to us to stop c~~ating them! 

Radionics, appropriately applied, is only meant to activate information 
resident in the DNA and precipitate it into physical motion and chemical activity. 
It is the radionic practitioner's duty to discover what the body has already 
decided to do and to cooperate with that by helping to remove obstacles (causes 
of imbalances) and by activating . the "next step" in the body's predetermined 
correction sequence. Radionics is not medicine. A radionic treatment is not 
the "remedy. Jr· Healing is a na.tural process and the radionic proceedures can 
catalyze those natural processes, accellerate what the body would normally do 
anyway. 

A SIMPLE CONVERSATION 

The entire radionic proceedure can be thought of as an ongoing conversation 
with the DNA, that is , two intelligent beings exchanging information. The DNA 
will not speak English so it is up to us to learn the language of LIFE. This is 
our part of the bargain. But the DNA is vastly more intelligent than you or I. 
In fact, I have often thought that all of human knowledge combined is but a grain 
of sand on the beach of LIFE's intelligence as it resides in the DNA. So, a 
conversation between the self and its body is a curious sort of conversation. It 
reminds me sometimes of a science fiction story of contact between vastly superior 
extraterrestrials and ourselves. The difference is that it is real, we are the 
dummies and the DNA knows everything we want to know about our health. 

Normally, a conversation has two parts. They are LISTENING and SPEAKING. 
We can think of LISTENING as radionic analysis and SPEAKING as radionic treatment. 
It seems miraculous that the DNA is willing to have such a conversation with 
dullards such as ourselves, but it is true. So the first thing we must do is 
AGREE to be in this conversation. 
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This concept of agreement is very different than to simply decide that 
stop signs are red and that we stop our cars for them. It implies a deep 
trust and commitment to ourselves and our health. The intelligence of our 
body responds to the level of sincerity that we bring to the project. So 
this agreement has to do with how honest we are with ourselves at the deepest 
levels of our awareness. 

LISTENING WITHIN 

To listen means to place ones awareness on a piece of incoming information. 
Since this infor-mation is inside of us, it requires that we become inwardly 
quiet with the ability to place our awareness in each and every location within 
the body. When we do this • we find that there are 7 major centers~af activity. 
The ancient cultures of India called these the CHAKRAS. Since most of us do 
not speak Sanskrit, the word "chakra" doesn't mean too much to us. To help 
make this process of 'listening within' more understandable, I refer to the 
chart below where the CHAKRAS have been given names that correspond to the 
quality of energy that manifests at that location of the body. The aspect of 
ourselves that is most involved with this faculty of inner listening is the 
"third eye" or INTUITING ASPECT. So when we do a radionic analysis, what we are 
really doing is tuning into our own intuition. 

THE SEVEN ASPECTS 

Intuiting is just one of the 
seven major aspects of being human. 
And, in order for our intuition to 
function properly, all of the major 
aspects must be developing in a 
balanced way. We do not have to be 
a Spiritually Enlightened Master for 
our intuition to be accurate, but we 
must be familiar enough with all of 
our aspects "to clearly know the dif
ference between intuitive information 
and unresolved emotional material or 
our own unfulfilled desires. 

A good place to begin developing 
these aspects of ourselves is at the 
bottom, with GROUNDING. Grounding 
relates to our being in the physical, 
having and living in our bodies and 
being connected to the earth. 
Centering relates to our ability to 
focus our attention, to move our bodie~ 
from our groundedness and to feel the 

THJ SIVEM ASPECTS OP BEING HUMAN 

UNITING 

INTUITING 

EXPRESSING 

RELATING 

FEWNG/THINKING 

CENTERING 

GROUNDING 

power of our physical beingness. The Feeling/Thinking aspect relates to our 
attitudes, thoughts and feelings as well as our sense of personal power. 
Relating has to do with how we interact with ourselves, others and the whole of 
creation about us. Expressing relates to the ease by which we allow what is in 
us to come out into the world. Expressing relates to all of the other aspects 
as we can express our groundedness, our feelings or our intuitions. Intuiting 
relates to accessing knowledge from within ourselves. And Uniting relates"to 
our connection with the source of infinite reality and our experience of being 
the infinite UNITY of ALL LIFE. 
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OPENING TO THE INTUITION 

Even without any specific training, everyone has some intuitive ability. 
Some have more than others. Some people are quite gifted at birth while others 
seem to have verv little access. It doesn't matter where you find yourself 
at this point. ·What is important is to realize that INTUITING is one of your 
natural abilities and that with the development of your whole self will come 
vour inner knowing. It is far more important to promote a stable, balanced 
development of all the aspects than to try to develope one or two of them deeply 
while ignorring the othersQ Most people who try to develope their intuition 
without first beginning to deal with the unresolved emotional material of their 
childhood and their willingness to be in the physical become quite unbalanced. 
This imbalance shows up in many ways. In radionic analysis, it wili~ how up 
as a "blind spot" because you will not be able to see in another what you have 
been unwilling to see in yourself. 

The most important thing to do to develope a clear, open intuiting ablilty 
is first to establish a firm sense of GROUNDING. Be willing to be here in the 
physical plane and to feel your "roots" going deep into the earth. Don't forget, 
the purpose of all of this is to be able to listen to what our body (DNA) is 
telling us. Being in the physical, being in our body is being GROUNDED. Being 
grounded means to open~up to the slowest, densest vibrations within the LIFE FORCE. 
This is the vibration of the mountains, the roots of the Sequoia. tree, the most 
bound energy, the ancient rumblings of pre-historic primal ooze. These vibrations 
are within us and we must be familiar with them if we are to be in AGREEMENT with 
our bodies. 

Once we can really feel our connection to the earth, the next aspect to 
develope is CENTERING. The centering aspect really allows the grounding energy 
to move through us. The development of our centering depends on the depth of 
our grounding because of the way these two aspects interact. Our centering 
relates to our ability to focus and move with our physical energy and our physical 
body. It relates to our overall balance and is the storehouse of our physical 
power. 

Even as centering allows our grounding to manifest in our bodies, so does 
the intuition allow our sense of uniting to manifest. The balanced functioning of 
these four aspects and to a lesser degree of the other three are all necessary 
for clear intuiting. 

LISTENING QUIETLY 

A good way to begin the process of a radionic analysis is to find a quiet 
room and sit down in a comfortable chair that allows your spine to be straight. 
Plant your feet firmly on the ground and take a few moments to feel your con
nection to the earth. Take your time with the beginning. Breathe slowly, 
first through your feet and then deep in your pelvis and abdomen. From this 
solid, quiet base, slowly and carefully move your awareness up your spine and 
make any minor corrections in your posture that are necessary for good alignment. 
When your attention rises to your head, open your willingness to receive any 
information that you are meant to receive at this time, and remain still. 
You will begin receiving subtle impressions, which if you quietly observe, will 
start having meaning for you. This is a gentle and silent beginning, a place 
from which your radionic abilities will unfold safely and naturally. 
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COSMiC BLUEPRINT 

Part :In 
Chapter E1even of 

The COSMIC PULSE OF LIFE 
by Trevor James Constab~e 

The concept of ~i:fe being ever-present on earth is in no way 
upset or ~sturbed by geol.ogical. evidence that certain mine~ sub
stances were once l.iquid. As 1ong as we are strapped to mechanistic 
conceptions of the earth's origin, we consider this onetime l.iquefac
tion of present1y dense substances to have been due to co1ossa1 tem
peratures. Mechanistica11y, there is no way around this. 

..Jt· ..... 

:In our pro-L:Lt'e v:Lewpoint, we read our l.essons di.rect~y from 
nature. We kDov that in biol.ogical. processes within l.iving organisms, 
substances are 1ique£ied which, if they were external. to the organism, 
would be eo~idl.y m.ineral.ized.. Such processes go on cont:i.nua.ll.y in our 
own bodies, and especial.l.y in our digestion. Al.l. manner of "so~id" 
substances are disso~ved in protopl.asm and in bl.ood. The pecul.iar 
power and Character of bio1ogical. processes is exempl.ified in the 
vu1gar te~evision commercial. that shows fabric in which a ho1e has 
been burned by "concentrated stomach acid." T.he acid does n~t burn 
through the stomach, but is hel.d in check by biol.ogical. processes 
that are, at best, poorl.y understood. 

Hydro~o~c acid is formed in exte~ nature by massive proc
esses of vol.canism - a happening that approaches in temperatures 
those appl.icab1e to the Kant-La Pl.ace ba11-of-hot-gas ·theory. :In the 
indi v:i.dual. human being this acid is formed vi thout our even being 
aware of it, at a modest 37° centigrade! Why do l.earned men avoid and 
evade the c~ear testimony of al.1 manner of l.iquefaction in ~iving 
processes? Wi1hel.m Reich has provided the answer to this chronic 
evasion of the essential. and we ril.l. deal rlth this in due course. 

Given the undoubted abi.l.ity of orgallisms to l.iquify otherwise 
so1id substances, it is but a short step to grasping Seiner's account 
of earl.ier epochs of the earth. One goes back not into ster:i.1ity, but 
into an earth far more actiye1y permeated with life than it is today. 
The farther one goes back, the more the earth seethes with ~ife. To
day's earth has grown cosm:i.cal.l.y old and mineral.ized, l.ike a human 
octogenarian. Steiner takes us back in time to progressive~y more 
active life forces, and hence we can entertain the idea of a liquid 
state and farther back a gaseous state as a teeming center of ~ife, 
whose nature is quite different to present earth life. 

This "backward progression" al.1ows soul. and spirit forces to 
enter the evol.ution of an earth constituted different~y from the 
present earth. We can easily conceive of an epoch where al.l. wo~d 
consist of energy onl.y. :In modern times, we have a crude counterpart 
of this type of ~ife in our pl.asmatic creatures that dwe~l. in the 
atmosphere. My pictures are heat pictures, and they show living 
organisms. (Trevor is here referring to his groundbreaking work in 
photographing l.iv±ng entities in the atmosphere using infra-red 
film and fi~ters.) 

With Anthroposophica1 knowledge, one works back through ever 
more active ~ife processes. Soul. and spirit are admitted. Ancient 
men discerned their workings in ear~ier epochs, and recorded their 
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perceptions in what ve now discard as myth. Kant-La P~ace starts 
with the moribund, cosmica~~y o~d earth o£ today, and attempts to 
go baCk into deadness to find ~i£e. In Steiner 1 s conceptions, ~ife 
and change are endemic. The mechanists are the misguided men who 
deny ~ife and try to ki~~ change - especial.~y change in the1.r own 
conceptions. 

Radica~ as Steiner's conceptions may seem, they actual~y do no 
vio~ence to the facts natura~ science has determined concerning 
prior evo~ution. This must be seen as distinct from the judgements 
and theories attached to those facts. When Mor1ey-Martin brought 
critters to ~ife in miniature out of azoic roCks, it is on1y the 
prior assumption that those roCks predate life on earth is demolished. 
Know1edge and understanding are thus advanced by such ori~ em
pirica1 findings. 

That particu1ar discovery, given new force and merit by the 
corre~ative Bavarian sa~t-cave discoveries mentioned ear~ier, per
mits science to go forward and embrace new truths. The men who are 
troub1ed and disoriented by suCh findings are those whose neurotic 
security is anChored in the o1d theories and the o~d know~edge. 
Their eventua1 passage from the scene is a certainty. 

Meanwhi1e, such peop1e contro~ natura1 science and its reception 
systems. They ensure that the ~iv±ng, vibrant youth embarking upon 
higher education is biased and deadened beyond redemption. The price 
of getting a ~iving in science is comp~iance with estab~ished prac
tices and know1edge. ~though sound when properly app1ied, this 
princip~e has been misused and is now a major instrumJnta~ity of 
inte~~ectual corruption. 

At every hand, therefore, the rea~ innovators, the real discover
ers and trai1b1azars work outside the scientific estab~ishment. They 
have no option. Much of the fury of today' s young arises from an 
i.ntuitive sense of right and wrong about what is taught. The dis
coveries made by the scientific mavericks of this century are posi
tive~y staggering. Every one of them is a hammer b~ow at the founda
tions of the o~d order. 

Consider the dating techniques possib~e with radioactive carbon, 
for examp1e. Immense authority attaChes to these dating techniques. 
When Dr. Wi~e1m Reich discovered the orgona energy, he a~so discover
ed in subsequent work that concentrations of this energy were capab1e 
of so decisive1y altering the h~f-life of radioactive substances as 
to corrupt the dating process comp1ete1y. An earth more a1ive than 
at present wou1d be an earth more intense~y permeated with orgone 
energy -- 1i£e energy -- and thus a1~ those love1y 1inear projections 
of the mechanists back into the past go straight down the drain! 
Reich's work in this area is cited here as an examp~e of yet another 
empirica1 assau1t on scientific ~ews that are mere be1iefs. 

Basic natura~ science wi11 inevitab~y fo~1ow the 1ead given by 
the maveriCk innovators, equipping itse1f gradua~1y with the new 
modes of thinking and cognition that at this time are congenita1 
ta~ents of the maveriCks. A new empiricism wi~1, in time, spring 
up to verify and objectify the fruits of such expanded cognition. 
Dr. Steiner was a sort of archetype of the scientist of the future, 
with the o1d primeva~ wisdom 1iving within him ~ harmony with modern 
natural science. Man needs both scientific method and new access to 
cosmic processes in the age that came upon him with the UFOs. 
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The primeva~ wisdom shou~d not be taken ~ight~y or dismissed as 
mere myth. Archeological research contimual~y makes start~ing discover
ies of the human past. Aided by such modern techniques as pa~eomagne
tism and archeomagnetism, the human past is continua~~y being moved 
farther back. Power£U~ cultures are uncovered by modern techniques. 
In 1967, for examp~e, the Hohokam c~ture ~ the American southwest 
was unearthed. Sudden~y, it was learned that Americans before Christ 
had ~earned such amazing arts as the acid etChing of ornaments and 
artifacts, and had created masterfu~ irrigation systems. Every decade 
verifies the presence of intelligent humans on earth farther and far
ther back into the remote past before written records. 

The artifacts of such remote cultures bespeak a more spi~tual
ized man than wa~ks the earth today. These men of old were not sundered 
from cosmic forces and powers, and they precipitated their perceptions 
of these cosmic forces and beings into the media then avai~able, such 
as clay and wood. Today, we will proceed with similar precipitations, 
except that our media wil~ be films of al~ kinds, videotapes, and 
wonders soon to be born. In a11 these spheres of thought and work, 
Steiner's indications earn new authority via scientific investigation. 
On every hand, what comes forth has intimate relevance to ufo1ogy. 

Functioning with a different mode of consciousness, ancient human 
beings perceived and thought different~y from us. We cannot think 
their thoughts today. A significant point must now be advanced. In 
this book we have shown how modern photochemistry, in combination 
with some knowledge of etherian physics and occult sc±ence, has ob
jectified a range of form adjacent to and probably interpenetrating 
our own. This range of form contains typical UFO shapes. 

Alpha# I 

This amoeba-like, invisible UFO, 
with nucleoli, vacuoles, and the gen
eral appearance of a unicellular 
organism from the microscopic 
world, was photographed by the 
author on August 25, 1957, in the 
Mojave Desert. The object was over 
the author's head, though not visible 
to the naked oye. Infrared film, sen
sitive beyond the range of human 
sight, was used, in a leica G 35mm 
camera fitted with an 87 filter; ex
posure-f3.5, 1 /30 second; develop
ment-microdol, twice normal. 

Surely it is not a wild surmise or a preposterous notion that 
ancient, closer-to-the-spiritua~ humans might have directly perceived 
such forms -- lost to untrained modern consciousness and perceptions. 
There is powerful evidence that ancient people did perceive such forms. 
The evidence consists of an indelible and comprehensive record of their 
perceptions -- side by side with other records that in themselves verify 
what accurate observers and highly attuned artists these ancients were. 

This evidence is in the form of cave drawings found in southwestern 
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France and Cantabrian Spain, dating from 30,000 to 10,000 Be. There 
are some seventy-two of these painted caverns, and the hundreds of 
drawings of mammoths, bison, horses, ibex and other species are un
equivoca~ proof that the Stone Age men who carved, painted and scu~p
ted these forms were vibrant~y functiona~ in those aspects of so~ 
and spiri~a~ ~ife that sustain and inspire art. ~y, it is an aston
ishing record. Amid the anima1s appears a fu11 spectrum of UFO shapes 
that might we~~ have been ~ifted direct1y from an officia~ NICAP pub
~.ication. 

The distinguished French mathematician, Aime Miche~, internation
a11y renowned a1so as a serious UFO researcher, has dea1t with this 
incredib1e pa1eo1ithic art exhibit at 1ength, in an artic1e entit1ed 
Pa1eo1ithic UFO Shapes. Pub1ished in the November-December 1Jfi9 issue 
of the F1ying Saucer Re~ew, the artic1e is required reading tor a1~ 
serious students of ufo1ogy. Particular1y is its content required by 
those who naive1y be1ieve that UFOs have been ~vo1ved in earth 1ife 
on1y in re1ative1y modern times. 

Pointing out that we have no direct know1edge of the 700 or 800 
human generations responsib1e for this art, the bri1~iant Miche1 empha
sizes that these masterpieces are sti~1 today numbered among the high 
peaks of wor1d art. Xndependent~y of what I have set down here regarding 
the perceptions of ancient men, Aime Miche1 describes his own reactions 
on visiting the caves: "Entering the cave at Lascau.x is 1ike visit
ing the Parthenon or Sistine Chape1. Every time I have been there I 
have seen the same impressive spectac1e: the crowd of visitors, chatter
ing, passes into semi-darkness. And then the wa11s are 1it up, and sud
den1y a11 is si1ence: 15,000 years after the deaths of those who painted 
them, the pictures sti11 produce the effect of a sub1ime presence that 
imposes respect for its genius, and prompts us to meditation and con
temp1ation. The men who fashioned these masterpieces may 1ie beneath the 
dust of the centuries; but at the very first g1ance we understand that, 
if there is something in us that excapes death, that something is there, 
on that white stone, and it wi11 remain there unti1 the end of the wor~d." 

Aime Miche1 is that rarest of scientific thinkers, the forma1~y 
trained and accomplished man whose fee1ing world remains vita1~y a~ive. 
Thus we may see from the above quotation that the distinguished French
man was ab1e to come into fu11 contact with the spirit behind this pa~eo
lithic art. The scientist in him, however, does not dream or 1ose vigi
lance for a moment. Miche1 immediate1y raises - as a scientist surely 
must - the question of the degree of confidence that can be p1aced in 
the accuracy of these cave drawings. Since the anima~ forms are as we~1 
known to modern man as to the pa1eo1ithic artists - and they appear 
interming1ed with the UFO forms - the accuracy of both is self-e~dent. 
Says Miche~: 

"A mere glance gives us the answer. It is art of an 
admirab~y representational qua~ity. The painters at Lascaux, Rouffignac 
and A1tamira possesed a sureness of vision and of execution that is 
comparable to the great painters of the Renaissance, and that, by its 
rea~ism and its movement and at times even its humor, is greatly super
ior to a11 that has been bequeathed to us by the C1assical and Near 
Eastern wor1ds of antiquity." 

That ancient men saw and drew UFOs can therefore hard~y be doubted, 
a~though as Miche~ points out in his article, it is onl.y the UFO exp~an
ation of these otherwise unknown forms that is fantastic to the orthodox 
mind. (to be continued) 
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THE ORGONE ENERGY BLANKET 
by KLARK KENT 

They put Wilhelm Reich in jail ... So he must have been pretty bad, a scientist put 
in prison, for his ~cience; now that is a mark of distinction ! 
Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary, 1957: The discoverer of "The Force" is behind bars. 
It was no flash in the pan, it was a career of effort that landed Reich in the can. 
First, there was that Orgone Box - naked people getting into that thing, it didn't 
even plug into the wall; some sort of sex machine or orgasm device that was supposed 
to produce "orgastic potency". Or cure everything from colds to cancer- a cure all 
as it were. Well, it didn't take the authorities long to put a stop to that sort of 
nonsense; we can't have people running around curing cancer now can we ? 

Then, if that wasn't bad enough, there was this business shooting down fJying saucers ... 
That's right, flying saucers ! Clearly the man was insane and for his ow good -
and to protect the public from further depredations of this sort of charlatanism ... 
Well, to make a long story short, Wilhelm Reich MD was sent to prison and there he 
died. 
Today the name of Wilhelm Reich is used much to tote the effigacy of various West 
coast therapies: "Reichian" breathing, "Reichian" emotional release, "Neo-Reichian 11 

body work. Sexual freedom revolutions, various degenerations of all kinds can find 
succor under the banner of Reich. Witness a recent leaflet seen in Berkeley, CA. 
near a popular new age watering hole (Fat Apples): "Marathon Anger Workshop- For 
Lesbians Only. Use Reichiah Breathing And Discharge To Touch The Rage Within Us". 
But surely the discoverer of the primordial energy called "The Force" in the Star 
Wars movie, surely his crime was greater than to teach angry young women in undershirts 
to pound on pillows with tennis rackets. 
The crime committed by the crimina 1 was serious, .thought crime as it were - and to 
magnify the gravity of the offense, the criminal taught others to follow his example. 
Reich was a man of substance, successful; he had a following, and his followers 
were medical doctors. It was unprecedented for a group of so highly placed men to 
collectively break the unwritten rules that govern our Judeo/Christain culture. The 
criminal was leading members of the herd out of the corral of sexual taboo established 
by the chosen ones of the Old Testament. Reich was shining the light of truth upon 
the fetters of sexual repression as established in the origins of Christainity. The 
crime of Reich was to lead others to the laws of Nature; the crime of Reich was to 
point the way out of the trap established by the heritage of circumcision, of guilt, 
and of shame. 
A lonely solitary inventer, a crackpot in a basement Reich was not. With a modern 
well equipped laboratory on a 320 acre farm in Western Maine, Wilhelm Reich set up 
shop for the final act of a lifelong drama that was to lead to actual and literal 
Contact With Space. 
Wilhelm Reich was a German Army combat veteran from the Great War. He grew up on a 
farm that was destroyed by the invading Russians and was left with little choice but 
to join the army. Four years later Reich found himself as a veteran in a defeated 
army of a defeated nation. He went to Vienna and enrolled in the University under the 
veteran's benefit program. Switching from Law to Medicine, Reich gravitated to the
group of students gathered around Sfgmund Freud. 
So the background of Reich was forged in a hard school. First in war, then as a 
medical doctor. A scientist by training and profession - in the Western tradition 
of medical science, perhaps the most rigorous single course of study offered, that 
of a medical doctor (not a new age "healer" by a long shot). Chemistry, calculus, 
Latin, anatomy; the full medical training and degree from Vienna in 1922. 

Wilhelm Reich M.D. very simply discovered ... "the force 11 ! 
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Wilhelm Reich first observed this universallY present mass free energy as human 
sexuality. As a student of Freud, he had ample opportunity to observe and work ~ith 
patients from all social classes in Europe. In the Communist party, Reich introduced 
ideas of sexual hygiene to alleviate working class neurotic suffering. Reich observed 
that a sexual dysfunction was present in every case of mental illness. As a student 
of Freud, Reich realized that the id, the libido, the unconscious force that motivates 
our lives; Reich realized from his observations that this energy was human sexuality. 
If we can span the breadth of Reich's career from our vantage point in more distant 
time, we realize that Reich's first discovery was the specific nature of the energy 
so eagerly sought by present day free energy enthusiasts such as Bearden, Bedini 
and Dollard. 
In the Function of the Orgasm (1927), Reich published his discovery that the sexual 
embrace between maleiand female is an involuntary convulsion that regula~s the 
living energy metabolism of the organism. Thus: specific knowledge of tne living 
energy that is our life is of an emotional nature and not cognitive; it is not 
intellectual. This means that the energy popularized as "the force" in the Star Wars 
movie; this energy was discovered by Wilhelm Reich MD as human sexuality. The way 
that people specifically relate ("know God") to this mass free energy is through 
the genital embrace of the reproductive function - the creation of Life. (Sorry to 
the Gays, but you are left out). 
Reich developed a new kind of therapy to address the repression that society puts 
upon the sexuality of people. The energetic metabolism of nearly everyone has · the 
freely pulsating four beat~ rhythum replaced by a rigid condition that Reich called 
L•·annoringu. Children are born and almost immediately the process of circumcision, 
of toilet training, of learning shame produce a condition that carries into adulthood 
whereby the person is unable to express emotion, unable to feel sensations strongly. 
Reich noticed that this condition of chronic muscular tension bldcks the feelings of 
pleasurable sensations within the body. This continual tension of the organism was 
success.ful in repressing the original sexual feelings but it gave rise to the secondary 
drives: the twisted feelings that had to find an outlet through the rigidity of the 
armor. Reichls new method of therapy differed from the Freudians in that he attacked 
the resistances directly: with breathing, with manipulation of the body, with discharge 
of the held in secondary drive energies of anger and rage .. 
While Reich and his colleagues were successful in develop{ng a new kind of therapy 
described in Character Analysis (1933); it is hopelessly inefficient to have every 
member of society undergo lengthy energetic therapy to restore a naturally present 
condition. The armoring process, once the person passes puberty, is essentially an 
irreversable condition. On the bright side, children are born unarmored and have a 
fair chance of growing up as Nature intended if they are not circunsized and 
traumatized first (not to mention aborted !). 
Reich noticed that a loosening of conventional, Puritanical mores and taboos did 
not result in a natural expression of love. Rather, a loosening of the traditional 
norms of patriarchy resulted in all sorts of just awful secondary drives being 
released such as sadism, homosexuality, masochism, & perversion such as we may witness 
today in New York, San Francisco or in Hollywood movies. Reich observed these secondary 
drives in Russia & Germany and described them in The Mass Psychology of Fascism (1933). 
Quite simply, Reich discovered that it will be a slow process to learn to live with 
knowledge of the Life Energy. As adults, we can endeavor to free ourselves somewhat 
from the ties that bind us to the old way of original sin. Our best and only practical 
chance is to try to raise our children without the yoke of the Judea Christain 
heritage of the old testament. If we follow the fashion of the liberals and practice 
birth control and kill ourchildren through abortion, then even that chance of moving 
into the new age will be lost to us. 
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Reich's career spanned three periods: the first per1od in Europe where he started 
his discoveries as a medical doctor working with the new science of psychoanalysis 
that was being led by Sigmund Freud; the second period in Scandinavia where he 
discovered the electrical aspects of this sexual energy in his experiments investigating 
the antithesjs between pleasure and anxiety at the University of Oslo (1934-1936). 
In Scandinavia Reich also observed that biological preparations of organic matter 
would exhibit the now fam~liar four beat rhythum of tension, charge, discharge, and 
relaxation. This four beat pattern was first observed in the orgasm, now it was 
observed in laboratory preparations under microscopes of high power. In these 
experiments, published as The Bions (1938), Reich would take organic matter such as 
coal dust or fine sand or rust-and heat it to incandescence in a gas flame; then the -
incandescent organic material would be put into a sterile nutritive solution. In 
other experiments, Reich would take organic material such as dry moss or~Gry grass 
and soak it in water after it had been sterilized. In both series of experiments, 
the organic matter that had been sterilized began to organize itself into vesicles 
and the vesicles of this sterilized organic matter would organize themselves into 
groups and the groups would surround themselves with membranes and begin to behave 
as protozoa. Reich named these laboratory made life forms, "biens". 
One day an accident occured with a preparation of biens made from sand. Reich left 
a pair of rubber gloves next to some test tubes full of sand biens. He was amazed 
when the rubber gloves were placed on the stand of an electroscope and the leaves 
of the electroscope parted. as if a strong electrostatic charge were present. It was 
true, the rubber gloves haa been charged by the radiations emanating from the sand 
packet (SAPA) biens. Furthermore, the SAPA biens would fog photographic plates and 
Reich noticed that a large number of them would produce a sun-tan effect upon the 
human skin. • 
The third period of Reich's career was in the United States. Each discovery was based 
on and grew out of the previous work. Reich often delayed publication of a discovery 
until it had led to a new discovery based on the previous one. Each period of Reich's 
career was based on the work that preceded it.·Taday, we can look upon all of the 
different aspects of Reich's work and see a unity: that of the discovery of the Life 
Energy. In America, Reich invented a device to concentrate the ever present 
atmospheric life energy first observed in humans as sexuality, then observed in the 
laboratory preparations called bions. In a continuation of this article we will 
investigate the path of discovery more fully; for now we will discuss how to make 
and use the ORGONE ENERGY BLANKET: 
The materials to make the Orgone Energy Blanket are 100 % wool and galvanized steel 
screen. Wool is the organic material and it is one of the very best organic materials 
due to its high relative surface area and its position on the food chain; only fur 
is better than wool for making Orgone Accumulators. The metalic material in the 
Orgone Accumulator Blanket may be any fonm of iron. Galvanized steel screen is the 
material of choice, though steel wool will work but it tends to be lumpy and the 
fibers can work their way through the organic layer and scratch the user. Aluminum 
and copper are poor materials to use for the metalic layers and should not be used 
because they produ~e 11 00Rish" effects. (more about DOR next issue) 
Here is how the accumulator ·of Life Energy works: the organic layer (100% wool) 
attracts and holds the energy from the atmosphere; the metalic layer (galvanized 
steel screen) attracts, then repels the energy in both directions at once. The energy 
that is passed back to the organic layer stays there to be re-attracted back to the 
metalic layer. The inside metalic layer of the Orgone charging device continously 
radiates this energy. One layer of organic material and one layer of metalic material 
constitute one layer of Orgone Energy Accumulator. This invention may be considered 
to be a component of "the force". As a resistor or a capacitor is a component of the 
energy called electricity, the Orgone Accumulator is a component of the sea of energy 
in which we live. 
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CROSS SECTION: THREE LAYER ORGONE ENERGY BLANKET 

100 % wool 

galvanized 
steel screen ' · s ta i n 1 e s s 

' ' · steel ..;...;...;;...;..-o-....,. 

In construction, the outside wool layer 
is doubled to add thickness to this 
outermost organic layer. Each metalic 
layer of steel screen is composed of 
two pieces of screen doubled to add mass . 
to the metalic layer. A sheet~~f plastic 
is added between the final two pieces 
of steel screen; this plastic serves 
as a moisture barrier. In use, the 
bare metalic layer faces the body of 

' .. . .. plastic 
· moisture barrier 

ONE LAYER 
ORGONE ENERGY BLANKET: 

metalic layer, 
alvanized steel screen 

the subject . 

- -- ... 

The organic and metalic layers are clamped together and l 
then sewn with an awl. The construction of an Orgone 
Energy Blanket is quite simple in theory. In practice, 
the first several attempts tend to be a little sloppy. 
A ·three layer Orgone Energy Blanket made from galvanized l 
steel screen and 100% wool is a morning's worth of work that 
yields a fascinating experimental life energy charging device. Some 
hardware stores still carry galvanized steel screen, (not aluminum); 
check the surplus stores for 100 % wool blankets. Tandy Leather 
carries sewing awls for heavy materials. 
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In use, the experimental subject lays beneath the Orgone Energy Blanket for a period 
of twenty to thirty minutes each day. The function of this device is to charge the 
organism with the atmospheric life energy. The device is dependant upon the energetic 
level of the user and the level and quality of charge of life energy in the atmosphere . 
At th·is point it becomes necessary to state that the Orgone Energy Blanket must 
NEVER BE USED FOR HEALING OR MEDICAL PURPOSES ! There are two reasons for this: 
first- healing or medical use of this device is definitely illegal. 
second - healing or medical use of this device may give someone false hope and 
prevent them from receiving proper attention and care from a physician. Thus, only 
for experimental purposes, only for investigative purposes are these devices offered 
to individuals who wish to pursue this new· knowledge. 
A clear fresh blue sunny day is ideal weather to use the Orgone Energy B1~nket. 
Deep free breathing on a cold mountain morning invigorates the body and freshens 
the spirit. Feeling the streamings and the tingling of pleasure. Warmth, relaxation, 
reddening in the face, a tension of building charge - these are some of the subjective 
impressions that are felt, these are the feelings (not thoughts !) that users of 
the Orgone Blanket have reported. Sleeping under the Orgone Blanket is not recommended; 
when the subject falls asleep under this charging device, an overcharge results which 
prevents one from going back to sleep. The length of time of use depends upon the 
person and the conditions; when the user feels a certain irritability, when the 
subject becomes restless laying under the Orgone Blanket, then it is time to stop. 
Restlessness, irritability· - these are symptoms of overcharge and indicate that the 
person has reached their saturation point. Thus the length of time beneath the Orgone 
Blanket will vary between different people depending upon individual levels of initial 
charge and atmospheric conditions. 
The Orgone Accumulator Blanket not only concentrates the Life Energy from the atmosphere 
upon the experimental subject, it reflects back the living energy of the subject. 
Of the two energetic systems, the Orgone Accumulator and the human organism, the 
human organism is the stronger of the two. Life energy, like gravity, flows from the 
weaker to the stronger source. Thus the energy flows from the accumulator to the body 
of the subject. This ergonomic potential is opposite from that of heat or mechanical 
energy, which flows from the stronger to weaker. 
Super Science offers for sale a three layer Orgone Energy Blanket for $160-. This 
Life Energy charging device is made according to the description given in this article. 
The innermost metalic layer is made from type 304 stainless steel screen instead of 
the usual galvanized steel because the stainless steel material resists the moisture 
given off by the body. The three layer Orgone Blankets measure 52 11 by 24 11 and carry 
a 30 day refund guarantee if the user is not satisfied for any reason. Complete 
safety and operating instructions are included with these powerful three layer flexible 
Orgone Energy Accumulator Blankets. Send to Klark Kent c/o Super Science, P.O Box 
392, Dayton, Ohio 45409 (513) 298-7116. 

It is too much to present the career of Wilhelm Reich in one article. Briefly, the 
discoverer of the Life Energy started out his career as a student of Freud in Vienna 
after the first world war. The second period of Reich's work was in Scandinavia 
where he discovered the bioelectrical aspects of human sexuality. This led to work 
with single celled organisms called biens that were observed to radiate this living 
energy. The final period of Reich's career of discovery was in America where he 
.invented the Orgone Accumulator, discovered the relationship between Life Energy 
and nuclear radioactivity (The Oranur Experiment), invented the cloudbuster, and 
finally turned his attention towards a new phenomena: the UFO's. 

To be continued ... 
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MIND CONTROL IN THE UNITED STATES by Steven Jacobson (Critique Pub
lishing, PO Box 11451, Santa Rosa. CA 95406) 
Reviewed by Robert Larson · 

Those of us who are positive, know~edge-seeking individua~s of 
the New Age understand that most prob~ems of the wor~d have very simp~e 
and easy so~utions. But so often, common misconceptions of the nature 
of the problems b~inds people to the solutions. Many of us know, 
through personal experience, of the effectiveness -- especially in 
healing -- of alternative teChnologies. Yet the majority of people 
are totally unaware of these alternatives. Indeed the majority of 
people accept as normal, problematic states of affairs that are total
ly unnecessary. Why do so many accept war, famine, disease, poverty, 
inflation, taxes and so many other forms of suffering and op~ession? 
Why are so many people on going-nowhere paths, feeling helpless and 
powerless, feeling that everything is being done to them; that they 
can make no positive change in the world? Why do they fail to see the 
beneficial alternatives that we know exist? An understanding of this 
may be found in MIND CONTROL IN THE UNITED STATES by Steven Jacobson. 

In this new book, Steven Jacobson examines the concept that man
ipulation of the way peop~e think has become quite a refined art and 
that a ru1ing class/establishment makes extensive use of this to main
tain the sta~s quo. (The author focuses in on the Council of Foreign 
Relations, the Bilderbergers and the International Monetary Fund as the 
~ing class/establishment. Although it seems a little simplistic as 
presented by the author, muCh has already been written convincingly 
demonstrating that these groups are at least a subst&htial part of a 
power elite.) This manipulation involves hypnosis, propaganda and 
mental programming. Mental programming is explained as; distracting 
the conscious mind, then programming the naked subconscious through 
repetition of an idea. The technique is used in music, TV, radio and 
movies. 

The movie Reefer Madness is one of the better examples. This 1936 
movie, while full of half-truths and ~ies about the dangers of marijuana, 
at the same time subliminally encouraged young peop~e to try marijuana. 
Consequently, while legislation was being passed against marijuana, there 
was a simu.ltaneous growth of interest in trying marijuana. Almost over
night a big source of revenue was created for law enforcement and organ
ized crime. 

Mr. Jacobson a~so points out excellent examples of language man
ipul.at:i.on that seem to be right out of Orwell's 1984. But this "news
speak" was out of the Nixon adminstration during the Viet Nam War. 
E.xamp1es include call:ing bombing missions "protective reaction strikes," 
a refugee camp a "new life hamlet" and the American invasion of Cambodia 
an "incursion." 

Other subjects duscussed in MIND CONTROL include: Communism and the 
peculiarity of Western governments claiming to oppose it while at the 
same time exporting technology and economic assistance to the Soviets, 
Christian fundamentalist TV preachers and their precision at manipulation, 
Occult knowledg and church suppression of it, parapsychology and the 
CIA's keen interest, and the CIA's interest in hallucinogenic drugs. 

Jacobson does not go into great depth on most of the subjects but 
brings them together to form an excellent out~ine of the fie~d of mind 
contro~. Most importantly, the book sounds a strong warning: There are 
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power~ groups exerting great effort -- through de~ous and covert 
means -- at control~ing our thinking. That means suppressing alternative 
thinking that threatens the existing power structure. That so many 
people cannot see positive a~ternatives to world di~emas, or cannot 
even imagine that wor~d di~emmas are so often created and maintained 
by establishment forces to perpetuate their own contro~, wo~d seem 
to indicate that Jacobson's theory is correct and the manip~ators are 
having great success. We do, however, get the message from MIND CONTROL 
that we can reverse the process by informing ourse~ves and informing 
others. {This book itse~£ is a step in that direction.) 

"Know~edge is power.• "They" know that this is true. So "they" 
try to monopo~ize know~edge know~edge and ration it out to y~ canned, 
fi~tered, processed and di~uted. But "they" need our apathy.~et 1 s not 
give it to "them." 

MIND CONTROL IN THE UN~TED STATES has an excel~ent bib~iography 
for those wishing to do further research. 

MIND CONTROL IN THE UNITED STATES can be purchased from Critique 
Publishing, P.o. Box 11451, Santa Rosa CA 95406. ($4.95 plus $1.50 p&h) 

Critique Publishing also publishes CRITIQUE - A Journa~ of Con
spiracies and Metaphysics. This excellent journal comes out twice a 
year. Subjects covered include Psychic Warfare, Secret Societies, CIA, 
KGB, Vatican, UFOs, Sufism, Banking, Assassinations, Cults, Anomalies, 
Global Elites, Gnostic Gospels ••••• this incredible list goes on. 

Contributors to CRITIQUE have included Al Fry, Robert Anton Wilson, 
John Keel, Riley Hansard Crabb, Colin Wilson, Peter McAlp~e, Steven 
Jacobson, and many others. Subscription is $15/year, sample issue $6. 

***** ***** 

THANK You, MR. CLEMENS 

"A God who coul.d make good children as easil.y as bad, yet preferred 
to make bad ones; who could have made every one of them happy, yet 
never made a single happy one; who made them prize their bitter lives; 
yet stintingly cut it short; who gave his angels eternal happiness 
unearned; yet required his other children to earn it; who gave his 
angels painless lives, yet cursed his other children with biting miser
ies and maladies of mind and body; who mouths justice and invented hell 
- mouths mercy and invented hell - mouths golden ~es, and forgiveness 
mu~tiplied seventy times seven, and invented hell, who mouths morals 
to others and has none himself; who frowns upon crimes, yet commits 
them all; who created man without invitation, then tries to shuffle 
the responsibi1ity for man's acts upon man, instead of honorably pla
cing it where it belongs, upon himself; and fina1ly, with altogether 
divine obtuseness, invites this poor slave to worship him." 

Mark Twain in "The Mysterious Stranger" 
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RADl:ONJ:CS :IN POLAND 

"Let me introduce myse~£. l: am Zbigniew Wisniewski, from Szczecin, 
Po~and, and I am a radiethesist. I run a se~ce shop for individu~ 
customers. The range of the services l: carry out inc~udes a1~ activities 
in the field of radiesthesia e.g.s 

ba0
~ demarcation of construction sites 

searehing for we~~s, minera~ resources - coa1, oi~, etc. 
protecting f1ats, offices, etc. from ~ radiation of 
water veins 

d) Radiesthetic diagnosis of hea~th condition 

"l: am interested in everything re1ated to man, cosmos, 1ife, hea~th, 
death. That is why I dare to write you; I have some va1uab1e information. 
I have an ins~ator I success~1y use - it ins~ates rooms perfect1y, 
re~ess of the intensity of cations. It suppresses not o~y the water 
vein radiation but the radiation of e1ectrica1 app1iances (e.g. TV set). 
I think that hospita1s, kindergartens and the 1ike sho~d be protected 
first. The range of the insulator is 24m, 72m and up to a few hundred m. 

"I undertake any jobs connected with my occupati~h. since I am a 
te1eradiesthetist, I work with maps, p1ans etc. Te1eradiesthesia is 
superior to radiesthesia - the time and distance do not matter. I also 
carry out the expertise of health condition when I have a re1atively 
new photograph of a person and I recomend the food to enable recovery 
from any disease. It may seem improbab1e but it is true and I can prove 
it with any test. 

"Now I wo~d 11ke to write something about diseases. The movement 
of macrobioticians expands constant~y. At present there are as many as 
a few thousand cures of i~~esses ca~~ed 'incurable.• The question iss 
What caused these cures? or: What is the cause of disease? The answer 
seems simple to me - if the effect (an i~~ess) may be cured with food -
food is the cause of an i1~ess! The civi1ization of our age has made 
peop1e eat anything, anyhow and anywherell I£ we add to that the enor
mou~ use of chemica1s in the fie1ds, forests and food - I c1aim that 
we tend direct1y towards se1f-exterminationl 

· "X took to phytotherapy, the way indicated by the so-ca11ed 1 £o1k 1 

medicine. 

•As I am not a doctor (and I never intended to be one}, what I do 
began spontaneous1y. I started to treat man from the befinning, from 
the very basis and after having made about 1000 expertises, the rea1 
state of affairs bagan to emerge. I c~aim on my own responsibi1ity that 
I know the causes of a11 diseases - the 'incurab1e 1 ones 1ike cancer 
and AIDSJ Moreover - after a number of tests and experiments I have 
obtained a medicine for cancer! The secret is very simple and due to 
its simp1icity is very diffio~t to be discovered. The doctors whom I 
ta1ked to exp1icit1y c1aim that, if what I say were true, the discovery 
wo~d revolutionize the medicine in the who1e wor1do 
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"I conc.luded that the t:Lme had come to share my discovery with 
open-hearted peop.le, who care about the state of hea.lth of our civi.li
zation. This is why I dare to write this .letter. The subject is, 
ob~ous.ly, too extensive to be discussed in a short .letter. 

"I wo~d .like a.lso to mention that I am ab.le to cure AIDS, at 
.least the initia.l stage a.lthough you never know when you can he.lp and 
to what degree. I wi.l.l be gratefu.l.l for sending me some addresses of 
c.linics that dea.l with the disease and a.lso those that do research 
on cancer. I want also to say that if you send me a photograph of an 
i.l.l person, I may send a comp.lete expert~se. After getting in contact 
with such a person I may send a medicine which I be.lieve is indispens- 
ab.le in the treatment. 

"Send me, p.lease, a few photos for tria.l. 

"So if you or your co.l.leagues are interested in what I say here, 
p.lease be so kind and contact me on the phone or by the .letter. 

Phone # 52-60-52 

ELF AND COLOR 

"Sincere.ly yours," 
Zbigniew Wisniewski 
Pogodna 11a 
71-376 Szczecin 
POLAND 

"I'm a recent subscriber to your Journa.l and I rea.l.ly .like it, 
especia.l.ly the issues with home-brew projects in them. ,, 

"In your March-Apri.l 1986 issue you asked for information on 
ELF as it re.lates to co.lor. I've done some research in that area. My 
~er p.lane spiritua.l guide gave me the co.lor correspondences and 
another person with psychic sight verified them as correct a.lso. 

Red = jj Hz B.lue Green = 5.00 Hz 

Orange = 21 Hz B.lue = 4.57 Hz 

Ye.l.low = 14 Hz B.lue Vio.let = 2.00 Hz 

Ye.l.low Green= 7.83 Hz Vio.let = 1.00 Hz 

Light Green = 6.53 Hz* Vio.let Red = 0.911 Hz 

*6.53 Hz is what emanates from the top of a pyramid. 

"Thus, ELF can be used for co.lor hea.ling and a pyramid energy 
de~ce besides brainwave entrainment. 

"A.lso, I found a quick way to determine the po.larity of a magnet 
without us~ a compass. I he.ld a rather .large rectangu.lar magnet up 
to my co.lor TV screen and noticed one side had predominant.ly coo.l 
co.lors and the opposite side had predominant.ly hot co.lors which can 
easi.ly be seen without psychic vision. As a resu.lt of doing that, it 
threw off the co.lor on my TV set and I had to make severa.l passes 
with the magnet to get the co.lor back to norma.l. But it was worth it 
to see a verification of why a magnet cou.ld reduce swe.l.lings on one 
side and encrease energy on the other." Roger Hudd, Buena Park, CA. 

Thanks, Roger, but you didn't mention which side of the magnet 
was hot and which was cold. I tried this with severa.l magnets but 
cou.ld get no definitive resu.lts. A.l.l I got was b.lue and vio.let, with 
distance being more of a factor that the po.le of the magnet. 
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EEG ENTRAINMENT? 

There has been quite a bit of ta~k over the last few years about 
the use o£ ELF waves being used for EEG (brainwave) entrainment. Since 
we began making the JLN-Bio-Pacer series of ELF de~ces avai~ab~e for 
research I have received quite a bit of feedback on them. The response 
has bean about 90~ favorab~e, with peop~e swearing by the units as the 
best protection they have ever found and those who say that the units 
dicln 1 t do anythi.ng. My own subjective fee~i.ngs from using the Bio
Pacer is that the 4.9 Hz setting has proven to be very beneficia~ in 
getting to s1eep after a busy day. The 14.0 Hz setting has he~ped on 
~ong drives to San Fransisco. The other settings have no noticeab~e 
effect, though we have tested the effect via kinesio~ogy and the body 
definite~y reacts.favorably. ~~ 

Associate Christopher Hegarty of Novato, Ca~i£orni.a took his 
unit to the University of California, Santa Clara, where resides some 
of the most advanced bio-feedback monitoring equipment made. He got 
no entrainment whatsoever, whi~e being iso~ated .in a Faraday cage 
with the unit. He has noticed favorable effects in Jet-Lag reduction 
with the 7.8j Hz unit. 

So this has led me on the trai~ of whether or not these units 
incite entrainment. Associate Ray Beeson and his friend Ismael came 
by the office the other day with a Autogen 120 Encepha~ograph (EEG) 
Ana~yser, made by Autogenic Systems, ~c. We tested a variety of 
ELF devices using both the JLN no-magnetic-output antenna to severa1 
units with coi~s emitting electromagnetic waves, such as the Mood 
Enhancer and Ed Ski~li.ng 1 s discontinued 7,83 pacer. W·e got absolute~y 
no change in brainwave patterns from these devices. However we were 
able to subjectively notice effects and a~so use a pend~um to test 
reaction. 

The verdict was unanimous that the devices do effect the person 
in some way. If anyone reading this knows how EEG entrainment is mea
sured (perhaps we are using the wrong equipment) then p1ease drop a 
line. We are also ready to test any device or method of entrainment 
that is offered. So far med~tation i5 the o~y workable method we 
know of. 

We have a~so reoieved several reports that ELF de~ces cause 
cancer, and some that they cure cancer, depend:l.ng on the frequency. 
Al~ reports of this nature have proven to be very vagueo If any 
cancer was manifest from an ELF device then it most likely was the 
"hardn component of the EM wave which the JLN-Bio-Pacer series antenna 
was designed to eliminate. P~ease supply us with any information along 
these ~ines if you have any. No goof stories, please, just some real 
facts derived from serious research. 

One more effect that I have noticed is that when using the 4.9 Hz 
setting for sleep, I have had some very lucid dreams connected w~th 
the doub~e spira~ antennao I have seen the antenna work in the dream
state, but this is purely subjective. The 4.9 Hz setting on the Mood 
Enhancer actua~ly keeps me awake ~a a sub~Ze irritation. It is very 
noticeab~e and is the reason for developement of the JLN antenna. The 
125 Hz and the 250 Hz settings on the Mood Enhancer work quite well 
in keeping the office active. Yup, these devices do work, but how 
can we measure them?? 

We will keep you posted on any deve~opments. 
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UFOs :IN THE NEWS 

U.S. jets sent in pursuit 

Brazilians spot UFOS. 
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil 

<AP) - Multicolored UFOs the 
size of Ping-Pong balls were 
seen in the skies over Brazil on 
Monday and the government 
sent fighter jets to chase them, 
the air force minister said on 
television. 

"Because. they saturated our · 
radar system in Sao Paulo and 
because they were interfering 
with air traffic, it was decided to 
send up planes to pursue them," 
Brigadier Gen. Otavio Moreira 
Lima said Wednesday. 

The air force immediately 
dispatched four fighter jets -
.two Mirages and two F -5s - to 
find the unidentified flying ob
jects, which the Air Space 
Defense Center had located over 
the cities of Sao Paulo, Sao Jose 
dos Campos and Rio de Janeiro. 

One of the F -5 pilots reported_ 

Thursday, May 22, 1986 

seeing objects that he said were · 
multicolored, Moreira Lima 
said, adding, "He reported · that· 
13 of these objects accompanied' · 
his aircraft, seven on one side of 
his jet and six on the other side.''-

Another pilot described the 
objects as "the shape and size of 
a Ping-Pong ball flying at a 
speed of (840 -miles),". TV Globo, . 
the countryy s leading news net
work, repQrted Wednesday. 

The air force jets, which also 
picked up the UFOs on thejr 
radar screens, tracked them for 
almost three hours, but had to 
tum back when the planes · 
started tO · nm out of fuel, 
reported TV Manchete, another 
leading news network. • 

"I can't give an explanation 
for this becau~ we don't have 
any," said Moreira Lima. 

Blade-Tribune -

As you can see by the above c1ippings, 
UFOs are sti11 making the newspaper. This 
is a rare occurrence in the dai1y news
papers, though sightings st~11 go on. Both 
of these sighti.ngs do not conform to the 
1 F.ly:i.ng Saucer' stereotype. The Petal.uma 
sighting appears to be some sort of craft, 
but the Brazi.li.an sight:i.ng of 1Ping-Pong 1 

ba.l1 UFOs seems more on the 1:1.ne of Trevor 
Constab.le's 'critters.• 

These two si.ghtings show that there 
is not a sing.le origin £or these objective 
phenomena. The work o£ the .late Thomas 
Townsend Brown, i.n e.lectro-grav:i t~c pro
~sion, shows that our government was 
:into seeing if they cou1d get operating 
ships. The work of Viktor Schauberger, with 
his imp.losion turbine, show that there are 

Cop spots 
UFO near 
Pet·alu·ma 

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -
Mare than a dozen people said 
they saw a mysterious UFO rac
ing ac·ross the pre-dawn sky 
north of San Francisco on 
Thursday - a strange X-shaped 

· craft with blinking lights that 
hovered above the hills of 
Sonoma County before speeding 
away into the dark. 

A California Highway Patrol 
officer who declined to be nam
ed and radio station KTOB 
News Director Arlette Cohen 
were among those who reported 
spotting the strange craft at 
about 4:30 a.m. PDT between 
the cities of Petaluma and 

·sOnoma about 40 miles north of 
here. 

The ~ighting came on the 
heels of reports of pingpong
ball-sized multi-colored UFOs 
crowding radar screens in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil. The government 

. scrambled jet .fighters to . in
~ tercept the tiny objects, and two 

pilots said they saw the objects 
flying nearby. 
·: .. "I saw these two white lights 
to. the east," Ms. Cohen said, 
estimating the craft was about 
1 ~()()() feet in the air. She said 
she noticed the · UFO when it 
crossed to . the west side of the 
highway, and ··hovered almost 
stock-stili ... for ~ few seconds. •• 

Ms. Cohen siid she· was driv
ing to work at her Petaluma sta
tion, northbound on U.S. 101, 
and made the sighting shortly 
before reaching Petaluma. 

· When the craft crossed the 
highway once again, she said 
she saw two ••tiny green lights•• 
glowing faintly on the side op
posite the two bright white 
lights. She said she could hear 
n~ sound coming from the craft . 

I -

several potentia.l powerp.lantsavai..lab.le to make 3-D ships a rea.lity. There 
are probab.ly many different types of craft which have been assemb.led on 
this p.lanet, both in the recent and distant past. There is, however, a 
source outside of ~ physica.l J-D rea.lity. 
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ETHER SlaPS 

In the Bible we find mention of 
mysterious phenomena leading people 
around. In Exodus 13:21-22 it says, 
"And the Lord went before them by day 
in a pillar of a cloud, .to lead them 
the way; and by night in a pi~1ar of 
fire, to give them l.ight; to go by day 
and nighta He took not away the pi~1ar 
of the cloud by day, nor the pi1~ar of 
fire by night, from before the people." 

A quite simil.ar reference is found 
in myths of the Hopi Indians. Hopi 
history goes back through three worlds 
previous to this one. Various changes 
occured between worl.ds which are sim
il.ar to 1 pol.ar shifts' or 'moon f~l.s.• 
Records of the l.ast change-over exist 
in the Bibl.e as the Fl.ood. 

The Hopi Indians describe how the 
earth is formed the same as the human 
body. "Through each ran an axis, man 1 s 

SYMBOL OF THE 
EMERGENCE 

being the backbone, the vertebral. col.umn, which control.l.ed the equi
l.ibrium of his movements and his .f'unctions. Al.ong this axis were several 
vibratory centers which echoed the primordial sound of l.ife throughout 
the universe or sounded a warning if anything went wr"bng." (Book of the 
Hopi, Frank Waters, Penguin Books, 40 West 23rd St., NY, NY 10010). The 
myth goes on to describe the top five chakras, known in Eastern tradi
tions, and gives mention of the Crown chakra as the "open door" at the 
top of the head. 

I quote some more from the Book of the Hopi, concerning activities 
taking place at the end of the Fi.rst World. 11 S.aid Sotukna.ng, {the 
physica1Jor finite, aspect of the Creator)'You wil.1 go to a certain 
place. Your Kopavi (vibratory center on top of the head) wi11 lead you. 
This inner wisdom wil.1 give you the sight to see a certain cloud, which 
you wil.1 fo1l.ow by day, and a certain star, which you will. fol.1ow by 
night. Take nothing with you. Your journey wi11 not end until the cloud 
stops and the star stops.• 

"So a11 over the world these chosen people suddenl.y disappeared 
from their homes and people and began following the cloud by day and the 
star by night. Many other people asked them where they were going and, 
when they were told, laughed at them. 'We don't see any cloud or any 
star either!' they said. This was because they had lost the inner vision 
of the kopavi on the crown of their head; the door was closed to them. 
Still. there were a very few who went along anyway because they believed 
the people who did see the cloud and the star. This was all righto 

THE END OF TIME 

"After many days and nights the first people arrived at the certain 
place. Soon others came and asked, 1What are you doing here?' And they 
said, 'We too were led here by the vapor and the start' They were all 
happy together because they were of the same mind and understanding 
even though they were of different races and languages. 
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11 When the last ones arrived Sotuk.nang appeared. 1 Wel.l., you are 
all here, you people I have chosen to save from the destruction of 
this world. Now come with me.'" 

The Book of the Hopi goes on to tell of how the people enter the 
realm of the Ant People, a clear reference to the Hollow Earth, or 
cavern world. After the surface of the earth is reformed, the people 
emerge to the light of day and the darkness of night. The symbol. for 
the Emergence is the labyrinth, known in Initiatory Sciences as the 
archetype of our maze-like spatia-temporal reality impressed on the 
uninitiated. When Initiation occurs, t~e Labyrinth transforms into 
the Mandala (or Medicine Wheel.) and the pattern of Life becomes 
apparent. ~. 

The Emergence between worlds is the story of the Initiatory 
stages of our planet Earth. The distant spac~g of legends relating 
to guidance during times of crisis by clouds, stars and pillars of 
fire shows that there is validity to these mythical-historical records. 
We also get a glimpse of the primal archetype for UFOse 

QABALISTIC 'ONION' 

QABALISTIC INTERPENETRATIONS 
Many differing theories of the 

Qabal.ah exist. It appears to me that 
there is no way of putting the 'Tree of 
Life' on paper. It can only be experienced! 
I favor the anology of an onion. The 
various rea1ms exist as the layers of 
the onione The primal. form of the uni
verse is a sphere, formed from opposing 
vortexes. 

Anyone working on drawing a parabolic 
or hyperbolic curve will find that it 
involves bending a line to conform to 
sequential. layers of space. From this we 
can understand that shape of the UFOs is 
related to their origin and function. 

You say that some of these ships are 
from other planets! I say that the other 
planets and stars are 'layers of the onion' 
but appear to be distant worlds because 
we mostly only comprehend the mechanics of 
this vibratory l.evelo 

\fe are not concerned with those who 
choose to waste their breath debunking all. facets of UFOso (Though many 
cases have been shown to be outright frauds)o Those whose 'block of con
sciousness' denies anything out of recent experiential learning will not 
believe what they refuse to believe. Logic dictates the simplicity of 
that mindset. While they are waiting for someone to 'prove' to them that 
UFOs exist, they will die without the 1 proof 1t that they wouldn't accept 
anyway. 

The fact that life swarms through the universe is driven home by 
the understanding of the infra-red photos of Trevor Constableo A perusal 
of the evidence on UFOs will show that they range from living entities to 
nut-n-bolts craft to angelic and demonic energies. No one answer will 
satisfy the phenomena unless we accept that Creation is that which mani
fest all. from nothing, in grades of density 0 
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CYCLES AND DENSITIES 

The four-fo~d pattern of Creation 
exists in many forms. I have not been 
ab~e to discern the interconnections of 
the various forms, but I can c~ear~y 
see the pattern of four. 
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[)tiS J<. 

"ED In the Tibetan Manda~a (one of many) 
we see the prima~ path of the sun. The 
opening of the Manda1a is the Eastern 
section, co1ored b1ue, whiCh resonates 
w1th the dawn sun. T.he Southern section, 
ye11ow, is the sun overhead at noon. The 
Western quadrant, red, i.s the setting 
sun. And the Northern corner is the mid
night sun, green. 
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This same pattern, rlth different 
co~ors and orientations, appears in 
Native American cu1ture as the Medicine 

BLUe 

Whee1. The comp1ex ramifications of the 
1eve1s of interaction which these patterns SOLAR MAu~ALA 
manifest wi11 not be covered here. We 
are concerned with the formation of our 
earth, and the proper ba1ance of energy upon this ~ivi.ng sphere. 

Manda1as and sfmi1ar symbo1s are representations of the four 
ancient e1ements Earth, Water, Air and Fire. Ether· iS 1•. the higher ener-

gy from which the four take form. Rudo1ph Steiner, Dr. Guenther Wachs
muth, Trevor Constab~e and others have written about the formative 
ethers. More on their work in this area wi11 be in upcoming Journa1s. 
For now I wou1d 1ike to dea1 with the ethers as I first understood them. 
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THE TIME SPHERE 

In various Tibetan texts (the rea1 
texts, not the channe~1ed Masters) I read 
references to the Ka1aChakra. I cou1d 
never figure out exact~y what was be~g 
spoken of unti1 I examined the etymo1ogy 
of the word. Ka~i - Goddess of Time, 
Ka~a, ~nder; Chakra - whee1; hence 
Time - Whee~. 

There is a practice known as the 
Tattwa Vision. In this practice the four 
e1ements {or ethers) are given shapes and 
co1ors. By meditat~ on one of the Tattwas 
one can trigger visions of that e~ementa1 
fie~d. My studies inc~uded assigning time
fie~ds to the Tattwas. The picture at 1eft 
shows the pattern I was working with. 

If the Tattwas can cause visions to 
arise from deep ~ayers of the psyche then 
there must be some radiation, or connection 
between subject and object. I tested the 
Tattwas with a pendu1um and got the res~ts 
shown. 



PATTERN OF LIFE 

The resul.ts of my pendul.um anal.ysi.s of the Tattwas presented a 
picture of how energy forms into matter. The word Tantra gets a bit 
of use these days. Its root meaning is 1 web 1 or 'net.• A primal. l.at
ti.ce work in. this context can be seen as two fiel.ds moving 90° to each 
other. This pattern is shown in the readings from Fire and Earth. {+) 
These are the archetype of the fl.ows of time. There is no present, 
the fl.ow is carrying us constantl.y. The fiel.ds of Past-Present and 
Present-Future intermingl.e to create the il.l.usion of present. The 
P-P and P-F are opposing sp:f.ns. Q {) €!lfj;; 

'Acceptabl.e' occul.tism deal.s mainl.y with the Tree of Life. The 
Roots of the tree are never expl.ored and rot beneath the veneer of 
of Modern Occul.tism. To me, bringing :f.n the 1New Age' entail.' 
massive restructuring of the way of l.ife on this pl.anet. A gl.ossy 
shel.l.ac over the ol.d wil.l. not do. T.he pl.ant must be properl.y potted! 

During high-frequency pl.asma experiments with a Tesl.a Magnifying 
Transmitter, Eric Dol.l.ard has shown me that there is a conjugate 
spark intertwined with the visibl.e discharge. This dark spark is 
conveying the energy from the ether, through the TMT, and into the 
earth. This phenomenon emanates from the Quadrants o£ Growth, which 
are not in present el.ectro-magnetic theory. The pattern o£ the TMT 
discharge is congruent to the Tree and it's Roots, and to the readings 
from the Water and Air Tattwas. 

The pattern of l.i£e can be understood in many ways. I favor the 
observation of Nature over theories on paper. The acceptance of Yin 
and Yang as equal.s al.l.ows us access to the One. · 

IMPLOSION GARDEN 
In the January-February 1986 JBR ve reprinted the articl.e "Inte

gration of the Li£ebl.ood of the Earth 11 by E. V. Wil.mont Ware from the 
November 1953 "PENDULUM." The articl.e, describing how to construct 
a garden that produces beneficial. l.ife energies, l.ooked so good that 
we took shovel. :f.n hand and dug oursel.ves a garden. I termed the 
project "Impl.osion Garden.•• 

My wife, ~ison, pl.anted the garden on the day before the first 
ful.l. moon after Easter. According to Steiner this is the most opportune 
day for pl.anting al.l. year. The garden is broken into four quadrants. 
The East is the Airy quadrant and gets the l.eafy pl.ants such as l.ettuce 
and cel.ery. The South is the Fiery quadrant and gets corn. The West 
is the Watery quadrant and gets cantel.opes, cucumbers and watermel.on. 
The North is the Earthy quadrant and gets the root pl.ants such as 
onion, garl.ic and carrots. 

The South quadrant is doing the best, with the corn growing over 
four feet in a l.ittl.e over a month. The pl.ants nearer to the center of 
the garden grow better. This may be because I pl.anted a crystal. about 
five feet under the surface. The overal.l. effect of the garden is that 
al.l. our other pl.ants :f.n the area seem to respond to the energies focused 
:in this l.iv:i.ng mandal.a. 

LIVING SPHERE 

The Impl.osion Garden is one aspect of the Living Sphere project, 
which is basical.l.y a program of directing our energies :into work that 
wil.l. benefit Mother Earth. The vision of V~tor Schauberger is the 
inspira~ion for this project. 
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Another aspect of the LS project is the pub~ication of materi~ 
oriented toward natura~ energie~. In the ~ate 1940s and ear~y 50s 
Meade Layne issued a separate j'Ourn~ titl.ed "The FJ.ying Rol.~." In 
the same manner Borderl.and is now issuing "The Living Sphere." This 
publ.ication wi~l. deal. with more esoteric aspects of our work. The 
first issue contains articl.es on the Guardians of Earth and the 
genocide of native peopl.es, Occul.t Heal.ing via the Chakras, Ancient 
Knowl.edge, Karma and an artic~e on Viktor Schauberger :Lncl.uding 
astrol.ogical. data on his l.ife's work. The Living Sphere is to be 
issued at random and without warning. Issue #1 is avail.abl.e now for 
$4.44 post paid, overseas airmail. add $1 extra (US funds). 

ENERGY UNLDC:TED 
..Jc-..., 

The etheric formative forces of the universe are a J.iving ex-
ampl.e of perpetual. motion. Our present civi~ization derives it's 
power from decaying forces and the energies thrown off are desecrating 
the earth. Nature gives us ~imited energy if we can perceive her 
correctl.y. If we can create technol.ogy mirroring the three-dimensional. 
patterns of growth then the two-dimensional. death technol.ogy we now 
use wi~l. become obso~ete. 

A very good source of information on beneficia~ technol.ogy is 
Energy U~imited, edited by Wa~ter Baumgartner and Rhetta Jacobson. 
Their current issue (#21) is a wel.l. l.ayed out voyage through the 
patternings of natural. energy. They draw on the work o£ Wal.ter Russel.~, 
V1ktor SChauberger and others, incl.uding the nuts-n-bol.ts research 
of Mr. Baumgartner himsel.f. The information they put ov.t can be used 
to devel.ope working mode~s, physical. manifestations of the mind's 
view of nature. 

To those seriousl.y interested in devel.oping impl.osion turbines, 
and other such apparatus of Vortexi.an Mechanics, Energy U~imi.ted is 
a must. They a~so publ.ish "Theory of the Magn.ocraft", by Dr. Jan 
Pajak. This book gives instructions for bui~ding a smal.J. fl.ying craft. 
I have not had the time to read this book yet, but I have had feed
back from Associates who have read it, and it is a very serious book. 
The theory appl.ies onl.y to the J.aws and physical. phenomena that are 
al.ready known and accepted by science. 

Energy U~imi.ted is avai.~abl.e for $120 per year from PO Box 
J56J7 Station D, A~buquerque, NM 87176. The Theory of the Mag.nocraft 
is avail.abl.e for $35 :from the same address. 

GOLDEN RATIO UPDATE 

In the J.ast issue of this Journal. we presented the Gol.den Ratio 
Antennas for research. Our first run of these antennas is al.most gone 
and we l.owered the price by spreading the start-up costs over more 
units. The current price is $90 a pair or $50 sing~e. The antennas 
were original.~y designed for M~ti-Wave Oscil.l.ator research, but are 
being used :for the c1eansing emanations they produce. Out of the 
first 25 made, on1y one that I know of is hooked to a MWO, and that 
is here at headquarters. A friend of ours took a 15 minute treatment 
with this MWO and she said that the J.ast time that she :fe~t 1ike that 
was when she meditated in the Great Pyramid! Simi.~ar res~ts have 
been reported by Associates using them without power. 

I have heard that el.ectricity was considered a f~1en ether by 
Rudo1ph Steiner. I don't know the exact reference to this, but it 
certa~y makes sense. These antennas seem to produce an orgone-l.ike 
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effect ~ the area surrounding them. My first impression when we got 
the antennas was a coo~ breeze emanating from the antenna. Orgone 
usua1~y is understood as heating up, and fee1ing warmth. Trevor 
Constab1e has presented that orgone is the Chemdca~ Ether (we wi~~ 
undertake these ethers in ·the next issue) which is re~ated to the 
water system of the p~anet. Other facets of this 1iving etheric 
energy may produce coo~ing effects. This is just spec~ation and 
research has to be done. I'm just ~aying out some observations. 

MWO INSIGHTS 

It is my fee~ing that any apparatus used to hea1 are unneces
sary. They may provide a physica~ grounding of the energies, but 
are not the means to an end. True hea1ing comes from the ene~es 
of 1ife. Wi1he1m Reich discovered how to concentrate the living 
energy of the universe. The Yogic sciences teach us how to acc~ate 
this energy without any outside apparatus. Since our society is not 
on the path of nature some peop~e need these devices such as the 
MWO and Rife Ray Tube instruments. It is my job as Director of BSRF 
to investigate in this area. The simpler and more passive a device 
is, the c~oser it is to nature. Perhaps the MWO produces an ether 
compression which sti~ates the cells favorably, however it does 
it by 'hard driving' the energies. 

In this ~ight I quote from a letter by Trevor Constable: 

"The MWO I regard as a fa~se path. The cel1u.lar Stimu.lation 
theories sound and seem good because they are mechanis,tic, and there
fore sympathetic with the mechanistic weltanschaung. w·ith the MWO 
you can avoid the etheric -- or so it seems -- and therefore those 
who feel adrift in the etheric ocean cling to things ~ike this. 
Hea1ing is one hundred percent an etheric problem. Any dysfunction 
or hyperfunction not caused by direct trauma has to be tac~ed via 
the ether body, and even the direct traumas respond best to etheric 
correction, such as getting the displaced doub~e back ~to occ1usion 
through the use of arnica compresses, etc., etc. In between the MWO 
antennas, there is a general marsha1ing or focus of 1ight and 
chemical ethers. It's quite evident even with a minor extension of 
vision. This is the hea~ing agency, not the sparks. The ether 
rushes to suppress the EM activity, and because it is low power, 
the ether acc~ates around the spira~s and in between them. Any 
stricken area placed in such a high concentration of formative 
energy, is going to respond with a return towards norma~. BUT, 
why go to a11 that trouble when a simp1e orgone blanket -- a 1ay
ered structure that can be directly applied to a traumatized or 
dysfunctiona1 area -- does a much more efficient, contro11able job 
without that infernal juice. In my time with Ruth Drown, I heard it 
over and over again, and I pass it on to you: keep that 115V juice 
away from the organism. The post materia1 EM energy is 1ife negative, 
but no one seems to fee1 that they can get resu1ts ~ess they INJECT 
the a1ien EM activity into the stricken carcass. It 1 s pure ignorance 
rea~1y. My own experience with orgone accumulators and blankets 
leaves me with no other choice but to regard the MWO as superfluous. 
A good ru1e for any experimenter: If it gets simpler, you are on the 
right track. Remember always Steiner's dictum: "the spirit of man is 
a1ways healthy: •••••• it is the obstruction or dysfunction in the 
lower sheaths that distorts the manifestation of the spirit and 
personality via the body." 
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SEARCHING FOR AN ANSWER 

Trevor brings up a very important insight into the research 
being done here. We have been pursuing the most beneficial way to 

· regenerate living systems with "post material EM energy." In this 
course we have 1ooked into the MWO and the Rife Ray Tube instrument, 
which is capable of e1iminating viral diseases from the body. I agree 
that the orgone technology is a more preferred way of balancing the 
body, but it seems that an outbreak of a viral disease such as AIDS 
cou1d be eliminated far quicker with the Rife apparatus. We don't 
live in an ide~ world, and there are different answers for differ
ent people. 

I am currently using an orgone blanket from Klark Kent. When I 
use a MWO there is no noticable effect, while the orgone b1a~t 
definitely gives energy. I can feel the warmth, and I only use it 
on c1ear sunny days - outdoors. The orgone blanket will attract DOR 
(Deadly Orgone Radiation) just as easily as OR {orgone). There have 
been some heavy DOR clouds over Vista for the past week, so I have 
used the blanket very little lately. The orgone is actua11y the on1y 
true "free energy" that can be measured and reproduced. 

A11 we can do is keep open minds and keep searching. There is no 
pinnacle to reach, 1ife itself is the goal. If we follow natural 
patterns then our lives will flower. Sometimes, though, mechanical 
rigging must carry us across some streams of energy. When this occurs, 
the artificial should mirror the natural. Deal with what you have 
at hand. 

BECHAMP OR PASTEUR? 

"As to the Rife experiments with light in treating cancer based 
on the changing of forms of bacterias, etc., I wo~d like to point 
out that this last is not a discovery as already in the XIXth century, 
Antoine Bechamp discovered so but his work was canceled from official
dom by the ambition of Pasteur in being the 'recognized one.• On this 
subject see BECHAMP ou PASTEUR by E. Douglas Hume, available in French 
from: Les Editions Des Neiges, 7960A, St. Denis, Montreal, Quebec, 
CANADA H2R 2Gl " . • "S:LDcerety, Love, Wisdom in you, 

Pierre Marecha1, Montreal, Canada" 

Thank you Pierre. This book is available in English.'BECHAMP or 
PASTEUR,is $6.50 plus $1 p&h from the LEE FOUNDATION FOR NUTRITIONAL 
RESEARCH, PO Box 652, Milwaukee, Wisconson 53201. A1so from them, for 
.JO¢ you can get a reprint of the Smithsonian Institute and the Franklin 
Institute article on'The Rife Microscope or Facts and Their Fate~ The 
LEE FOUNDATION is an excellent source of nutritional information. 

CONTACTS 

We have been getting a 1ot of favorable feedback for this section. 
This section is for members to find others of like minds and to inform 
everyone of various sources for information. 

THE WILHELM REICH MUSEUM, PO Box 687, Range1ey ME 04970. An exce11ent 
source for information on the science of Orgonomye The bookstore se11s 
books via the mails. Photocopies of Orgone Energy Bulletins and o.ther 
rare information including theory and p1ans for bui1ding an experimental 
org9ne acc~ator. A summer lecture program is taking place for those 
who can physicaly be there. 
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